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This study addresses the automatic simplification of texts in Spanish in order to make them more accessible to people with
cognitive disabilities. A corpus analysis of original and manually simplified news articles was undertaken in order to identify and
quantify relevant operations to be implemented in a text simplification system. The articles were further compared at sentence and
text level by means of automatic feature extraction and various machine learning classification algorithms, using three different
groups of features (POS frequencies, syntactic information, and text complexity measures) with the aim of identifying features that
help separate original documents from their simple equivalents. Finally, it was investigated whether these features can be used to
decide upon simplification operations to be carried out at the sentence level (split, delete, and reduce). Automatic classification of
original sentences into those to be kept and those to be eliminated outperformed the classification that was previously conducted on
the same corpus. Kept sentences were further classified into those to be split or significantly reduced in length and those to be left
largely unchanged, with the overall F-measure up to 0.92. Both experiments were conducted and compared on two different sets of
features: all features and the best subset returned by an attribute selection algorithm.

Index Terms—Spanish text simplification, supervised learning, sentence classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the emergence of organisations that promote uni-
versal web accessibility in order to enable inclusion of

all people into the cultural life of their communities, automatic
text simplification as an natural language processing (NLP)
task takes the stage. Given that a lot of online content comes
in the form of written text, it is important that this text be
presented in a particular manner so as to ensure that certain
groups of users, such as people with cognitive disabilities, can
make productive use of it. According to European easy-to-read
guidelines [1], this is mainly achieved by expressing a single
idea per sentence, while WCAG2.0 guidelines [2] indicate that
most commonly used words in a language should substitute
any complex words or phrases in easy-to-read texts. These
are but a few of the numerous easy-to-read guidelines, put
forward by organisations such as Web Accessibility Initiative1.
There have been attempts to manually create simplified reading
material based on an “original”, as is the case with the well-
known Simple English Wikipedia2. However, it is clear that
no manual simplification can match the rate of production of
new written material on the Web. Hence the introduction of
automatic text simplification systems, that operate on various
linguistic levels of the text - from syntactic simplification,
to synonym substitution, content elimination, and insertion of
definitions of difficult terms and concepts.

Several existing parallel corpora of manually simplified
texts are used to determine the necessary transformations when
simplifying texts in English language: (1) for children [3],
using Encyclopedia Britannica and Britannica Elemental [4];
(2) for language learners [5], using original and abridged texts

1http://www.w3.org/WAI/
2http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main Page

from Literacyworks3; (3) for audiences with various reading
difficulties [6], [7], [8], [9], using original and Simple English
Wikipedia. The analysis of the simplification operations ap-
plied by human editors when simplifying texts for language
learners in English [5] reported that 30% of sentences were
completely eliminated, while 19% of sentences were split into
two or more sentences. Another study conducted on a parallel
corpus of original and manually simplified texts for people
with low literacy levels in Brazilian Portuguese [10] identified
sentence splitting as the second most frequent simplification
operation, present in 34% of the original sentences (second to
lexical substitution present in 46% of the sentences), while
it reported that only 0.28% of sentences were completely
eliminated.

To the best of our knowledge, no similar analysis exists
for text simplification in Spanish, probably due to the lack
of such parallel corpora. This study aims to fill that gap by
assessing the significance of different simplification operations
in a corpus of original and manually simplified Spanish
texts for people with cognitive disabilities. Motivated by the
studies of Petersen and Ostendorf [5] for text simplification
in English, and Gasperin et al. [11] for text simplification
in Brazilian Portuguese, this article analyses the types of
applied manual transformations in Spanish text simplification
and proposes algorithms for classification of original sentences
into those which should be eliminated, kept, split, and left
largely unchanged, as an initial step of building an automatic
text simplification system.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows: Section
II presents an overview of the most relevant previous work in
the field of automatic text simplification, and more specifically
the automatic classification of the sentences to be simplified;

3http://literacynet.org/cnnsf/index cnnsf.html
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Section III describes our approach to the task, the corpus and
features, and provides details about the experimental settings;
Section IV discusses the results of the conducted experiments;
while Section V concludes the article by summarising the
main contributions and proposing possible directions for future
work.

II. RELATED WORK

Automatic text simplification is either used as a prepro-
cessing tool for other NLP applications [12], [13], or as a
tool in its own right, which offers simpler reading material
for a variety of target users, such as low literacy individuals
[14], readers with aphasia [15], foreign language learners [?],
people with cognitive disabilities [16], etc. There have been
systems developed for English [17], Portuguese [18], Japanese
[19] and Spanish [20], and more recently some work has
been done for Basque [21] and Swedish [22]. The earliest
text simplification systems were rule-based and focused on
syntactic transformations [12], [23], soon followed by works
that suggested an additional lexical simplification module,
often based on substitution of difficult words with their easier
synonyms extracted from WordNet [24]. The principal crite-
rion of word difficulty is word frequency, extracted from the
Oxford Psycholinguistic Database [25]. Lal and Ruger [26]
and Burstein et al. [27] follow this pattern, while Bautista
et al. [28] use a similar approach but also factor in word
length when determining how difficult a given word is. With
De Belder et al. [29], attention is drawn to the problem of
word sense disambiguation, since a large number of words,
especially the more frequent ones, tend to be polysemic. A
recently developed lexical simplification system for Spanish –
LexSiS [30] – uses a word vector model, word frequency, and
word length to find the most suitable word substitute. It relies
on freely available resources, such as an online dictionary and
the Web as a corpus.

As a result of the availability of large parallel corpora for
English, text simplification has become more data-driven in
recent years. Biran et al. [6] and Yatskar et al. [7] apply an
unsupervised method for learning pairs of complex and simple
synonyms from a corpus of texts from the original Wikipedia
and Simple English Wikipedia. Coster and Kauchak [8], [9],
approach the problem of text simplification as an English-
to-English translation problem using the parallel corpus of
aligned sentences from original and simple English Wikipedia.
Although this approach might work well for text simplification
in English (offering a large parallel corpus and thus enabling
machine learning oriented text simplification), it cannot be
extended to other languages, as Simple Wikipedia is available
only in English. Another limitation of this approach is that, al-
though it employs Basic English vocabulary, shorter sentences
and simpler grammar (according to its guidelines), Simple
English Wikipedia does not follow easy-to-read guidelines for
writing for people with cognitive disabilities and, therefore,
does not represent good training material for text simplification
for this target audience.

Several previous studies tackled the issue of classification
of original sentences into: (1) those to be eliminated and those

to be kept, and (2) those to be split and those to be left unsplit,
as an initial step of an automatic text simplification system.
In terms of the Spanish language, Drndarevic and Saggion
[31] obtained an F-measure of 0.79 for the first classification
problem (1), using the SVM classifier on the same data set.
For the English language, Petersen and Ostendorf [5] reported
an average error rate of 29% for the second classification (2)
using the C4.5 decision tree learner, while Gasperin et al. [11]
achieved an F-measure of 0.80 using the SVM classifier for the
same task in Brazilian Portuguese. Experiments presented in
this study outperformed previous results on both classification
tasks.

III. METHODOLOGY

This study consists of three main parts: (1) a corpus study
which quantitatively analyses and categorises simplification
operations applied by human editors with the aim of measuring
the impact of this operations in an automatic text simplification
system; (2) a comparison of original (O) and simplified (S)
texts using three different groups of features (POS tags,
syntactic features, and complexity measures) with the aim
of verifying whether original and simplified texts can be
separated automatically according to these features; and (3)
two sentence classification experiments in order to explore
whether the target sentences for some of the operations found
in (1) could be automatically selected using the features and
findings from (2).

A. Corpus and Features

The study is based on a corpus of 37 pairs of original news
articles in Spanish (published online and obtained from the
news agency Servimedia4), and their manual simplifications,
obtained by following easy-to-read guidelines for people with
cognitive disabilities. The corresponding pairs of original
and manually simplified texts were automatically aligned at
sentence level using a tool created for this purpose [32],
upon which alignment errors were corrected manually. All
texts were further parsed with state-of-the-art Connexor’s
Machinese syntax parser5, and 29 features (Table I) were
automatically extracted using the parser’s output.

Three sets of features were considered: POS frequencies,
syntactical features, and text complexity features (Table I). The
use of the first and second set of features was inspired by the
syntactic concept of the projection principle [33] used in [34],
and by studies of Petersen and Ostendorf [5], and Gasperin et
al. [11]. The features in the third group can be seen as different
text complexity indicators: the first three – scom, asl, and sci
– refer to the sentence and syntactic complexity; while the
other three – awl, ld, and lr – represent lexical complexity. Sci
was used as a readability measure in second language learning
studies [35], [36], while scom was used as a complexity feature
in [37]. Six of these complexity features (all except ld and lr)
were used by Drndarevic et al. [16] for the evaluation of the
degree of simplification in an automatic text simplification for
Spanish.

4http://www.servimedia.es/
5www.connexor.eu
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TABLE I
FEATURES

Group Code Feature

(I) POS tags

v verb
ind indicative
sub subjunctive
imp imperative
inf infinitive
pcp participle
ger gerund
adj adjective
adv adverb
pron pronoun
det determiner
n noun
prep preposition
cc coordinate conjunction
cs subordinate conjunction

(II) Syntactic

main head of the verb phrase
premark preposed marker
premod pre-modifier
postmod post-modifier
nh head of the noun phrase
advl head of the adverbial phrase

(III) Complexity

scom simple vs. complex sentences ratio
asl average sentence length
sci sentence complexity index
awl average word length
ld lexical density
lr lexical richness
punc average number of punctuation marks
num average number of numerical expressions

B. Experimental Settings

The study consisted of four main experiments:

• Corpus study of simplification operations applied by
human editors (Section IV-A);

• Analysis of differences between original and simplified
texts, and the corresponding classification experiments
(Section IV-B);

• Sentence classification into those to be eliminated and
those to be kept during the simplification process (Section
IV-C);

• Sentence classification into those to be split and those to
be kept largely unchanged (Section IV-D).

Analysis of differences between original and simplified texts
was based on all three groups of features (Table I), while the
corresponding classification experiment (Section IV-B) used
only the third group of features (complexity measures). The
two sentence classification experiments (Sections IV-C and
IV-D) were based only on the first two groups of features (POS
tags and syntactic features) and two additional features – words
(sentence length in words), and sent (position of the sentence
in the text). All classifications were performed in Weka6 [38],
[39], with the 10 cross-fold validation setup. In the third
and fourth experiments (Sections IV-C and IV-D), first the
CfsSubsetEval attribute selection algorithm [40] implemented
in Weka was used to select a subset of best features, after
which all classification algorithms were applied to both – the

6http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

whole feature set (all), and to the ‘best’ features returned by
the CfsSubsetEval algorithm (best).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the first step of the analysis, simplification operations ap-
plied by human editors were selected, categorised and analysed
quantitatively (Section IV-A). Subsequently, the differences
between original and simplified texts based on the three
groups of features (Table I) were analysed with additional
classification of texts into original and simple ones, based
only on the third group of the features (Section IV-B). Finally,
classification algorithms were derived for the classification of
‘original’ sentences into the ones to be deleted vs. the ones to
be kept (Section IV-C); and into those to be split vs. those to
be left largely unchanged (Section IV-D).

A. Corpus Study

A total of 468 manually applied simplification operations
were observed in the corpus. Out of a total of 247 original
sentences, 44 were left unchanged (18%), largely in the case
of headlines. Most often, one operation type was applied per
sentence (46%), but as many as seven different operations
were applied to a single original sentence. It is important to
point out that certain operations, such as summarisation and
paraphrases, even though they count as a single operation,
often involve complex restructuring of the original sentence,
as in the following pair of original (1) and simplified (2)
sentences7:

1) “The organisation that bears the name of the founder
of the publishing house SM, assured in a press release
that the centre will mark the inauguration of a new
culturual, educational and social project, which, by
placing literature and reading in the spotlight, aims at
opening the door to new possibilities that these two
bring to our present moment.”

2) “The Reading Centre is a cultural, educational and
social project. Reading and the world of books will take
the leading role in this project.”

The observed transformations have been classified into three
broad categories: (1) lexical transformations, which include
substitution of an original word with a synonym or a near
synonym, and explanation of metaphorically used expressions;
(2) syntactic transformations, which include sentence splitting,
sentence deletion, and turning passive constructions into active
ones; and (3) transformations applied to the lexical and syn-
tactic levels simultaneously, which include paraphrases and
summarisation. The latter category accounts for the major-
ity of transformations (44%), whereas lexical and syntactic
operations are relatively equally present (22% and 25% re-
spectively). Syntactic operations are also illustrated in the
variation of the number of clauses (identified by finite verb
forms) between original and simplified sentences. Even though
in a large number of cases (39% of all sentence pairs) the
number of clauses is lower in simplified sentence (as a result

7All examples in the article are translated into English so as to make it
more legible.
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TABLE II
ANALYSIS OF ORIGINAL AND SIMPLIFIED TEXTS: POS FEATURES – GROUP I (ON AVERAGE PER SENTENCE – (S), AND ON AVERAGE PER TEXT – (T)).

Corpus v ind sub imp inf pcp ger adj adv pron det n prep cc cs
Original (s) 2.75 1.73 0.12 0.00 0.46 0.39 0.05 1.85 0.61 1.40 3.93 9.42 5.53 0.86 0.38
Simplified (s) 1.78 1.24 0.07 0.00 0.18 0.28 0.00 0.61 0.33 0.57 2.00 4.55 2.13 0.26 0.20
Original (t) 19.78 12.38 0.89 0.03 3.30 2.81 0.38 13.22 4.57 9.78 27.57 66.22 38.73 6.00 2.81
Simplified (t) 16.00 11.11 0.65 0.00 1.70 2.49 0.05 5.22 3.03 5.03 17.38 39.59 18.68 2.30 1.76

TABLE III
ANALYSIS OF ORIGINAL AND SIMPLIFIED TEXTS: COMPLEXITY FEATURES – GROUP III (ON AVERAGE PER TEXT).

Corpus punc num word sent ASL AWL scom sci ld lr
Original 16.41 3.54 191.41 7.21 27.10 5.14 2.70 13.88 0.48 0.46
Simple 8.95 1.43 109.05 8.89 12.44 4.88 1.11 6.43 0.46 0.43

of summarisation), in 47 pairs the number of clauses actually
increased when simplifying the original sentence. This is due
to expanding non-finite verb phrases into finite predicates,
easier to understand for people with cognitive disabilities, as
in the following example:

1) “Ban Ki-moon: More humanitarian aid is needed.”
2) “Ban Ki-Moon says that more humanitarian aid is

needed.”
It is worth noting that the expansion is perceived at another
level – there are 54 simplified sentences without an original
counterpart. All of these are cases of definitions of difficult
terms and concepts, introduced when no synonym substitution
is feasible. Thus, for example, Amnesty International is defined
as “an organisation that helps people around the World” in
simplified texts.

Observing the transformations on the sentence level, it is
interesting to notice that a quarter of all original sentences
were split into two (71% of all split sentences) or more
(three or four, 22% and 7% respectively) simplified ones.
However, further analysis of the unsplit sentences (those with
‘1-1’ alignment) showed that sentence length was significantly
reduced in some of the simplified sentences with respect to
their original counterpart, as in the following pair of original
(1) and simplified (2) sentences:

1) “Matute (Barcelona, 1926) was seen as the main con-
tender for the Cervantes award this year, and after the
last year’s victory by the Mexican author José Emilio
Pacheco, the unwritten rule is confirmed, by which an
author from Latin America and another one from Spain
take turns to win the award.”

2) “The Mexican author Emilio Pacheco won the award
last year.”

Therefore, the unsplit sentences were further grouped into
those where the sentence length was reduced by more than
10 words – reduced, and those where the change in sentence
length was less than 10 words – same. This analysis showed
that out of 140 unsplit sentences, 66 sentences (26% of
all sentences) had their length significantly reduced during
the simplification process, while 74 sentences (29% of all
sentences) had their length either left unchanged or slightly
changed.

Based on their transformation type, all sentences of the
original set could be classified into four groups: deleted,
split, reduced, and same. It is worth noting that in the used
corpus, these four groups were almost equally distributed:
deleted (21%), split (23%), reduced (26%), and same (29%).
Automatic detection and classification of all original sentences
into these four groups would, therefore, be an important step
in automatic text simplification.

B. Differences between Original and Simplified Texts

The frequencies of the selected features (Table I), in the
original (O) and simplified (S) texts, were calculated as an av-
erage per sentence (only the features belonging to the first two
groups) and per text (all features). The results are presented in
Tables II, IV, and III. Calculated as an average per text, most
of the features reported a statistically significant difference
at a 0.002 level of significance (paired t-test implemented in
SPSS), with the exceptions being ind (0.035), ger (0.003), ld
(0.039), lr (0.004), and the three features which did not report
any statistically significant difference: sub, imp, and pcp.

TABLE IV
ANALYSIS OF ORIGINAL (O) AND SIMPLIFIED (S) TEXTS: SYNTACTIC

FEATURES – GROUP II (ON AVERAGE PER SENTENCE – (S), AND ON
AVERAGE PER TEXT – (T)).

Corpus main premark premod postmod nh advl
Original (s) 2.48 3.06 5.90 4.28 9.39 0.50
Simple (s) 1.52 1.12 2.89 1.67 4.48 0.24
Original (t) 17.78 21.79 41.62 30.03 65.97 3.68
Simple (t) 13.73 9.89 24.95 14.38 39.19 2.30

One could argue that complexity features (group III) could
be seen as a kind of readability or complexity measure.
Therefore, it would be interesting to see if any (or any subset)
of them could be used to automatically estimate whether a text
is simple enough to be understood by people with cognitive
disabilities. In order to test this assumption, the rule-based
JRip classification algorithm was used for the classification
into complex (original) and simplified texts. First, the classifi-
cation was performed using all eight features (punc, num, asl,
awl, scom, sci, ld, lr). As the JRip algorithm returned the rule
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TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION INTO ORIGINAL AND SIMPLIFIED TEXTS USING

COMPLEXITY FEATURES.

Feature set JRip J48 SVM
{punc, num, asl, awl, scom, sci, ld, lr} 0.99 0.99 1
{punc, num, awl, scom, sci, ld, lr} 0.99 0.99 1
{punc, num, awl, scom, ld, lr} 0.95 0.95 0.96
{num, scom, ld, lr} 0.73 0.73 0.71
{num, ld, lr} 0.62 0.55 0.67
{ld, lr} 0.57 0.46 0.67
{ld} 0.50 0.40 0.58

that used only one feature – asl, with excellent performance (F
measure = 0.99), in the next step, the asl was excluded and the
JRip classification algorithm was applied again. The returned
rule used only the sci feature and had the same performance
as in the previous case (Table V). In the subsequent step, both
asl and sci were excluded, and the JRip algorithm returned
the rule that used punct and awl, this time with slightly lower
performance than in the previous cases (Table V). With each
new step from this point on (excluding all features returned
by JRip rules so far), the performance of the classification
algorithms drastically decreased. Two additional classification
algorithms – a tree based J48 algorithm and an SVM algorithm
with standardisation, were used to ensure that the drop in
the classification performance is not caused by the choice of
the algorithm but rather by the set of features used. These
findings (summarised in Table V) indicated that the syntactic
and structural transformations (e.g. sentence splitting, sentence
reduction, etc.) which modify the average sentence length are a
key operation when simplifying texts for people with cognitive
disabilities.

C. Sentence Elimination

The analysis of sentence transformation (Section IV-A)
showed that 21% of the sentences were eliminated in the
process of manual simplification. Therefore, automatic detec-
tion of sentences to be deleted would be an important step
in automatic text simplification. This problem was already
addressed in [31], using the same data set but different features
and classification algorithms. In the said study, the authors
borrowed features from text summarisation and added new
ones (e.g. position of the sentence in the text, and number
of named entities, numerical expressions, content words and
punctuation tokens). Their classification system, based on an
SVM implementation [41], outperformed both baselines: the
one deleting the last sentence, and the one deleting last two
sentences in each document. In this study, we used the first and
second group of features (Table I), and two additional features:
the position of the sentence in the text (sent) and number of
words in the sentence (words). The sentences were classified
into deleted and kept, using the JRip and J48 classifiers, on
both – the entire set of features (all), and only the subset of
best features (best) returned by the CfsSubsetEval attribute
selection algorithm. Both algorithms (in both feature set-ups)
outperformed the SVM classifier in [31] (Table VI). The
greatest improvements were achieved in terms of precision

TABLE VI
CLASSIFICATION INTO deleted AND kept SENTENCES.

Method Deleted Kept Overall
P R F P R F F

Delete last 0.27 0.20 0.23 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.73
Delete 2 last 0.31 0.46 0.37 0.84 0.74 0.79 0.68
SVM [31] 0.42 0.26 0.30 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.79
JRip(all) 0.81 0.32 0.46 0.84 0.98 0.91 0.81
JRip(best) 0.85 0.32 0.47 0.84 0.99 0.91 0.82
J48(all) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.77
J48(best) 0.83 0.28 0.42 0.84 0.99 0.91 0.80

Rules returned by JRip algorithm for both feature sets – (all)
and (best):
(sent >= 4) and (noun <= 4) => sent_type = deleted
=> sent_type = kept

Fig. 1. Deleted vs. kept sentences

in classifying deleted sentences (P = 0.85 for JRip(best)) and
recall in classifying kept sentences (R = 0.99 for JRip(best)
and J48(best)). Figure 1 presents the rules returned by the
JRip classifier when using all features (all), and only the ‘best’
subset of initial features – sent, noun, words (best).

D. Sentence Splitting

After classifying sentences of the original set into those
to be kept and those to be eliminated, the next step is the
classification of kept sentences into the ones to be split or
significantly reduced in length (split + reduced), and the ones
to be left practically unchanged (same). In this classification,
the reduced sentences (in the sense explained in Section IV-A)
were treated as split, as they could be seen as sentences which
were split into a significantly shorter sentence that was kept
and another that was eliminated8. The CfsSubsetEval attribute
selection algorithm returned {noun, premod, nh, advl, words}
as the best subset of features. The results of this classification
(using both the full set of features and the ‘best’ features only)
are presented in Table VII, and the rules returned by the JRip
classifier are shown in Figure 2.

In this classification, the SVM algorithm implemented in
Weka (SMO) was used in order to investigate whether the JRip
and J48 algorithms perform significantly worse than SVM for
this type of classification. SMO was used in all three set-ups:
with standardisation (-s); with normalisation (-n); and without
normalisation or standardisation. The statistical significance
of differences between the results was measured by paired t-
test, offered in Weka Experimenter. None of the algorithms
reported significantly better performance than any other (at a
0.05 level of significance), nor did any feature set outperform
any other.

8An additional experiment of classifying the original sentences into the
ones to be split or significantly reduced showed that these two groups are
very similar. None of the five classification algorithms (with both feature sets
– ‘all’ and ‘best’) achieved the F measure higher than 0.66 (the best being
J48-all). This can be seen as an additional proof that the split and reduced
sentences should be treated as belonging to the same group.
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TABLE VII
CLASSIFICATION INTO split AND same SENTENCES.

Method Split Same Overall
P R F P R F F

JRip(all) 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.91
JRip(best) 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.90
J48(all) 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.81 0.88 0.84 0.88
J48(best) 0.93 0.89 0.91 0.82 0.88 0.85 0.89
SMO-n(all) 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.90
SMO-n(best) 0.97 0.89 0.93 0.83 0.96 0.89 0.91
SMO-s(all) 0.93 0.90 0.91 0.83 0.88 0.85 0.89
SMO-s(best) 0.95 0.91 0.93 0.86 0.92 0.89 0.91
SMO(all) 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.88
SMO(best) 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.87 0.92 0.89 0.92

Rules returned by JRip algorithm for both feature sets – (all)
and (best):
(words <= 18) => sent_type=same
=> sent_type=split

Fig. 2. Split vs. same sentences

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study presented a thorough analysis of a parallel corpus
of original and manually simplified texts for people with
cognitive disabilities. It showed that original and simplified
texts significantly differ on all 29 investigated features that
belong to three different groups (POS tags, syntactic features
and complexity measures). The analysis of manual transfor-
mations revealed that in most cases only one operation type
was applied per sentence, but as many as seven different
operations were applied to a single original sentence in some
cases. It also showed that summarisation and paraphrases
were the most prominent operations (44%), whereas lexical
and syntactic operations were relatively equally present (22%
and 25%, respectively). The classification between original
and simplified texts using only the third group of features
(complexity measures) indicated that the transformations that
modify the average sentence length (e.g. sentence splitting,
sentence reduction, etc.) are crucial when simplifying texts
for people with cognitive disabilities. All “original” sentences
were further divided into four groups: deleted, split, reduced,
and same (same in the sense that they are either left unchanged
or the number of words in the original and its corresponding
simplified sentence did not differ for more than 10 words), sug-
gesting automatic classification of original sentences into these
four groups as an initial step in automatic text simplification.
The first classification task, between deleted and kept (split,
reduced, and same), outperformed the systems previously
applied on the same corpus (achieving the F-measure of up to
0.82), and returned the sentence position in the text (sent) and
number of nouns in the sentence (noun) as the most important
features. Further classification of the kept sentences into the
split (actually containing both groups split and reduced) ones
and the same ones, achieved the F-measure of up to 0.92.

We are currently working on the alignment of an additional
163 manually simplified texts and their originals in order
to enlarge the training set for the two classification tasks.

After that, the goal is to implement an automatic classification
system which would classify original sentences into the four
aforementioned groups. Finally, we will analyse the process
of manual sentence splitting in order to build an automatic
simplification system and apply it to the sentences marked as
the ones to be split (by the classification algorithm).
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